Probing the pH sensitivity of R-phycoerythrin: investigations of active conformational and functional variation.
Crystal structures of phycobiliproteins have provided valuable information regarding the conformations and amino acid organizations of peptides and chromophores, and enable us to investigate their structural and functional relationships with respect to environmental variations. In this work, we explored the pH-induced conformational and functional dynamics of R-phycoerythrin (R-PE) by means of absorption, fluorescence and circular dichroism spectra, together with analysis of its crystal structure. R-PE presents stronger functional stability in the pH range of 3.5-10 compared to the structural stability. Beyond this range, pronounced functional and structural changes occur. Crystal structure analysis shows that the tertiary structure of R-PE is fixed by several key anchoring points of the protein. With this specific association, the fundamental structure of R-PE is stabilized to present physiological spectroscopic properties, while local variations in protein peptides are also allowed in response to environmental disturbances. The functional stability and relative structural sensitivity of R-PE allow environmental adaptation.